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Chapter 12: Giving and Getting 

“In all the blessings I’ve experienced throughout my life, the more I give 
away, the more that comes back. That is the energy of money.” 

—Rev. Deborah Johnson 
 

I’m in the middle of the Amazon Rainforest—the heart of the jungle. It took 

us three days to get here. First, we flew to Quito, the capital city of Ecuador. 

Then, we drove through the Andes to arrive at the small town of Banos. From 

there, we took small planes 500 miles beyond where all roads end to a small 

landing strip outside of a village of indigenous people. 

When we come to a stop on the landing strip, a group of Achuar people 

with painted faces emerges from within the dense brush. They usher us like 

special guests down a forested path into long hand-dugout canoes, and we ride 

downriver to our temporary jungle home. 

We’ll stay in a lodge in the most biodiverse forest on the planet for the 

next ten days, getting to know the Achuar people and their shamans during 

ceremonies, meals, hikes, and canoe rides. We’ll experience a tropical world 

alive with monkeys, parrots, river dolphins, and more rainforest beetles and 

crickets than the imagination can conceive of. 

Why am I in this amazing place? When I first started my business, I vowed 

to guard against losing myself to the urgency of reaching more people or making 

more money. So, as I stand in this place in Ecuador, I’m following an impulse 

deep in my soul to leave the frantic, bigger-better-faster-stronger society behind 

me…at least for a while. 
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When my friend Lynne Twist told me about her work in the rainforest and 

the Jungle Mama’s program, I knew in an instant that I wanted to be a part of it. 

These women are building businesses as a way to protect their rainforest home 

and preserve indigenous ways of life. They do this by using rainforest seeds and 

sustainable materials to create stunning jewelry, baskets, musical instruments, 

and artisan goods to sell to tourists. 

My company has raised hundreds of thousands of dollars for the Jungle 

Mama’s mission, and we’ll continue to support these women in the rainforest for 

as long as we’re able. As I mentioned before, when we, as women 

entrepreneurs, hitch ourselves to a cause that’s greater than ourselves, we’re 

able to find immense strength and inspiration to keep going through the day-to-

day challenges of growing a business. 

The Jungle Mama’s organization is grateful for our support, but as far as 

I’m concerned, we’re the winners in this exchange. Because of my alliance with 

them, I get to bond with a group of women who are deeply connected to the earth 

and to a raw and primal impulse that moves through them, driving their daily 

actions and connections. I want to always remember this pure way of returning to 

nature for my answers as I grow my company and become the kind of leader I’ve 

envisioned. 

Remember my epiphany at the beginning of the book? I made a pact with 

my Higher Self to support women in financially disempowering situations if the 

Universe would help me find my own abundance. Well, I have found abundance. 
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So, supporting these women in the jungle to raise the money to protect their 

forested home fulfills a mission from deep within my soul. 

The Jungle Mama’s program is part of the larger non-profit organization I 

mentioned before called the Pachamama Alliance; Pachamama means “Mother 

Earth.” This organization works with indigenous people to preserve our precious 

rainforest lands—the lungs of the planet—doing everything they can to keep the 

oil companies at bay. Lynne and the founders of Pachamama also bring 

indigenous wisdom back to the west. 

In fact, the Indigenous people of Ecuador have a saying: 

“If you’re coming to help us, don’t waste your time. 
But if you’re coming because you know 

that your liberation is bound up with ours, 
then let’s work together.” 

 

The Pachamama Alliance and the indigenous people want to change the 

dream of the west from power, consumption, and materialism to social justice, 

sustainability, and spiritual fulfillment. 

When you arrive in the jungle with Pachamama, you’re not a tourist, an 

outsider, or a westerner. You’re a friend of the jungle, and you’re invited into the 

most sacred and treasured home of these beautiful people. 

The Achuar people live opposite lives from us. They have no electricity, 

but living off the river, they have everything they need. And as long as 

westerners don’t infringe on their territory, they’re happier than we are. 

These people are known as the dreamers of the planet. They put 

incredible weight on their nighttime dreams. They begin every day early in the 
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morning by drinking a kind of highly caffeinated tea that helps them remember 

their dreams. They gather around the fire in their rainforest huts and recount 

those dreams to each other and to the Shaman. They interpret the imagery and 

make key decisions about their lives from this inner guidance—decisions about 

where to hunt, whom to marry, and how to navigate their communications with 

the government to block the political demand to extract oil from the jungle. 

The rainforest trees provide an enormous percentage of fresh oxygen to 

the planet, not to mention that there are hundreds of species of insects and 

animals, as well as medicines found in the soil and plant life. This is not the place 

to be drilling for oil. 

* * * 

It’s day four of our trip, and I’m sitting with a group of the “jungle mamas,” 

these indigenous women who have an amazing strength that shines right out 

through their eyes. This group of goddesses has banded together to keep the oil 

companies out of their forest home. When they find out I’m the donor who raised 

money to support them last year, they thank me with a gorgeous necklace made 

of eight strands of rainforest beads. 

Our guide asks if I’ll take home a story from them to my tribe of women. 

There are two translators who turn the story from Achuar to Spanish, then 

Spanish to English. 

The women tell me there are masculine roles and feminine roles in the 

Achuar culture. The feminine role is to create, make babies, and make “chicha,” 

their special carbohydrate drink. The women are also the community builders. 
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The masculine role is to hunt, fish be a warrior, bring home protein, cut down 

trees to make shelter, and be the required destroyers who keep the village alive. 

Both roles, the feminine and the masculine, are essential. 

The woman telling me the story checks to see if I’m truly listening. Looking 

in my eyes, she sees that I’m riveted. Her voice then drops as she says 

something very important: The Achuar women also have one more role—they tell 

the men when to stop. Women tell the men when there are enough trees for 

shelter: “You don’t need to cut down any more trees,” they exclaim. Women tell 

them when they’ve brought home enough fish and that the village has enough to 

eat: “Don’t kill any more fish,” they say. 

When the Achuar see pictures of our cities in the west, they have only one 

question: “Why haven’t the women stood up and said, ‘Stop’? There are enough 

skyscrapers and highways and cars and oil rigs.” My heart drops down into my 

stomach. They’re so right. When is enough truly enough? 

As a culture, it’s time to stop focusing on accumulating, to start connecting 

with those we love, and bring back a balance that’s gone missing from the 

modern-day dream of the west. Of course, this isn’t just a message for women. 

It’s the feminine energy inside all of us that can recognize when we’ve done 

enough, that there’s plenty to enjoy, that we can create more consciously, and 

that we can stop and rest. 

The Achuar women asked me to please bring this message back to you. 

They ask that those of us who are called to build a business keep in mind the 

feminine values of sustainability, love, and respect for our future generations. 
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For some of us, this message comes as a relief rather than a prescription. 

Many of us know deep inside our souls that there’s a materialistic imbalance on 

the planet, and we don’t want to be a part of it. As conscious women leaders, we 

often look out at our fast-paced, technological world on steroids and we’re left 

with a bad taste in our mouth. We don’t want to contribute to the problem. So, I 

challenge you to hear what my Achuar friends are really asking of us. These 

indigenous people aren’t asking us to stop growing our businesses; those 

businesses are needed! They’re just asking us to grow with balance in mind. 

 

 
Your business is needed to usher in a 

social and societal balance that promotes 
sustainability, kindness, and respect. 

 

 

 

Building a Balanced Business 

OK, my dearest Goddess Entrepreneur, now that you’ve begun to clarify 

the purpose of your business, I’d like to introduce you to a final but essential 

mindset shift that will allow you to support more people, while leaving a legacy on 

this planet that so badly needs our attention. 

You may think you have to wait until your business is thriving with a 

surplus before you can begin to give back. But I’m here to tell you that’s a wrong 

assumption. What if I told you that you could build giving back into your business 

on the front end, and it will help your company grow? 
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Building a business in balance means that we recognize the eternal flow 

of money as energy—money into and out of the business. When we consider 

giving back as part of our business flow, we tap into a universal supply that can 

move us toward wealth even faster. 

As I’ve said in these pages, we women have a history of devaluing 

ourselves and giving our time and skills away for free or for less than we 

deserve. We often put other people’s needs ahead of our own. Although this can 

lead to pain, illness, and resentment, it can also have the extremely positive 

benefit of assisting us in serving the world in a bigger way. 

As I’ve also said, after working with thousands of female clients, I’ve found 

that we often have a personal financial ceiling that’s lower than the average 

man’s. Once we meet our basic and family needs, we tend to be less motivated 

to grow our income. So, why not take advantage of the truth that we have a 

desire to nurture and care for our world? Why not build into our business 

structure from the beginning a way of giving back to others, so that the primal 

urge to give can actually grow our financial success? It’s full-circle abundance! 

The feminine way of doing business is a win-win for all involved, and I believe it’s 

next-generation enterprise. It’s the way we’re headed because it’s necessary and 

heart-full. 

As Reverend Deborah Johnson says, “When we give back ten percent of 

our income, it comes back to us tenfold.” When we give back a certain 

percentage of everything we earn to causes greater than our clients and 

ourselves, we give back to the divine, which opens a channel of spiritual 
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partnership/co-creatorship in our businesses. We step into being an even greater 

conduit of the divine source energy that flows through us. Plus, when we open 

the channel for Source to come in and do divine work through us, it can take the 

pressure off and save us from stressing about the little details. 

Isn’t the goal of most artists and creatives around the world to be “plugged 

in” to the Universal supply so that something wondrous can come through? 

Operating from that energetic vortex is the ultimate human gift, and it simply 

works. 

People are waking up on the planet, and they want to spend their hard-

earned dollars on services and products that support humanitarian and 

environmental causes. As I’ve aligned with the women of the Amazon jungle, I’ve 

grown a million-dollar company, and those women are a part of it. 

When you partner with a cause that’s aligned with who you are, your 

vision becomes bigger than you, and your business is no longer just about you. 

Bear in mind, though, that it isn’t about the quantity you give back; it’s the quality 

of the donation and how it affects you energetically. Whether you donate $25 a 

month to feed a child in Africa or $250 a month to help end modern-day slavery, 

it’s the energy of aligning with that cause that helps you view your business as 

bigger than you or your customers. To put it simply, giving back is motivating for 

women, and for a lot of today’s men, too. 
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Case Study: Entrepreneurial Goddess Eileen Fisher 

I recently met Eileen Fisher, the Founder and Chairwoman of EILEEN 

FISHER, Inc. at a women’s conference. Her clothes are worn and celebrated by 

women around the globe. When she first launched her business over 30 years 

ago, she envisioned a company that supported and empowered women. Through 

her consistent commitment to her values, her company has grown quickly and 

consistently, and is now worth hundreds of millions of dollars. She has more than 

1,200 employees and makes	choices	for	the	wellbeing	of	the	planet. For example,	

the	Spring	2016	collection	represented	92%	organic	cotton	which	is	a	record	for	the	

company.  

Eileen understands what it means to do business in alignment with 

women’s values. When we spoke, she expressed a deep devotion to service in 

creating clothes that represent the feminine essence of a woman with elegant 

simplicity. She spoke about clothing that feels good against the skin, that 

breathes, and that allows what’s inside to be expressed fully as we walk through 

the world. Her alignment with her mission inspired me to add a few key Eileen 

Fisher originals to my wardrobe! 

Even more inspiring is her dedication to giving back. Over the years, she 

has given away millions globally through a recycling project. In 2004, she 

launched the Business Grant Program for Women Entrepreneurs that has 

donated over $730,000 via 55 grants to women-owned businesses. 

Eileen and her company recognize that entrepreneurship isn’t always 

easy, and having a community for encouragement along the way can make a big 
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difference. She hopes that collectively, these efforts will contribute toward 

systemic change. She wants to see a world where every woman and girl is a 

leader, every person enjoys human rights, and human health and well-being is 

protected through environmental initiatives. 

Goddess, this is what we can all aspire to when we hold what’s most 

important close to our hearts. Am I right? 

 

How to Fundraise and Give Back in the Early Years 

But how can you give back if you’re just getting started? Early on, I 

discovered an event model for simultaneously growing a business and 

fundraising for awesome social causes. Each year, at my annual Live Women’s 

Leadership Summit on the California coast, I invite humanitarian leaders to speak 

on my stage and do a fundraiser. Most years, I’ve chosen the Pachamama 

Alliance as our featured cause, and I invite Lynne Twist and Sara Vetter to speak 

on stage and bring an element of “giving back” to the event. They tell stories of 

women empowerment projects from all over the world and ask my audience to 

donate. We always raise at least $35,000 at each event, and Lynne and Sara 

have helped me fill my event by sharing news of the summit with their 

community. 

As I’ve mentioned already, this kind of collaboration can get you past the 

fear that no one will attend your event in the first place. 

Besides hosting a live event like the one above, here are two more of my 

favorite ways to partner with a non-profit: 
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1. Align with a non-profit that already hosts its own events. You help 

fill or support the event, and you and your products are featured at a booth, as a 

silent auction item, or during a presentation on stage. 

2. Give back a percentage of your profits to a non-profit in exchange 

for access to its database or the opportunity to include the organization’s logo on 

your website. This lets your clients/customers know that you have a bigger vision 

and that your values align with theirs. 

All you have to do to get started is research non-profit organizations, and 

make a list of the ones that inspire and motivate you. Then, find out the right 

person to approach about exploring partnerships of this nature. 

Voilà! You’re on your way. It really is that simple. You build your business 

and give back at the same time. It’s brilliant, right? 

 

Your Clients Are Waiting For You 

At our women’s events, we host a bonfire for our clients on the closing 

night. There’s a particular moment from one of these that will be engraved on my 

memory forever. One of my clients stood up and declared her commitment not 

only to her clients, but also to the planet. “I’m putting a stake in the ground to 

never give up on my dream, to never give up on my commitment to contribution 

and a larger vision,” she proclaimed. 

Another woman committed to making her business contribute to future 

generations—the children of the planet, our children’s children, and our 

grandchildren’s children. One by one, each of the women stood up and made 
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similar commitments to support their clients through healing modalities, practical 

consultations, or products and services that benefit the planet, are ecologically 

responsible, and are socially just. What would you have proclaimed, had you 

been at that campfire, surrounded by women launching the businesses of their 

dreams? 

 What would you like to proclaim about the future of your business right 

here, right now? What if it was no accident that you picked up this book? What if 

every moment you’ve lived has been preparing you for the next chapter of your 

contribution? What if you are at a crossroads, and in this moment, you can 

choose the road leading you toward the ultimate contribution, financial freedom, 

and support system you ever imagined? What if you being who you are, is 

exactly what the world needs?  

 
I’ve said it already, but don’t just read this—KNOW this: 

Your clients are waiting for you— 
not for someone like you, but literally, uniquely, YOU 

and only you. 
 

We’ve been on a journey together, you and I, since chapter 1. You’ve had 

the opportunity to reflect on your true business desires and heal the places 

where you’ve been hurt by money. You have learned to take action as the means 

to finding clarity. 

Furthermore, you now understand the importance of having 

entrepreneurial sister allies with you on your journey. Hopefully, you want to join 

our tribe of entrepreneurial Goddesses at one of our live events so that you can 

count us among your inner circle. 
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Throughout the book, we have assessed your life as a PhD program 

preparing you to bring your gift in an even bigger way and further clarify who your 

clients are. You’ve begun to put the self-care practices and freedom scheduling 

into place in order to create a sustainable thriving life to support you as an 

entrepreneur. 

You learned an authentic selling system so that you can offer your 

services to the world without feeling salesy, and you've identified the strategies 

for building your business in collaboration rather than isolation. You’re even 

prepared to speak on behalf of this incredible business of yours. You have a full 

toobox, and you have a map to give back to the world through your 

business…and even allow that giving back to be a mechanism for reaching more 

people.  

You’re ready! You’ve heard a call from deep inside your soul to let your 

gift fly free in the world.  

And so it is, my friend. The business of your dreams is waiting. All you 

have to do is walk toward it, one step at a time. Keep the faith, stay focused, and 

get the support you need to keep your vision alive. Your clients and customers 

are waiting, and the planet is a better place to live just because…YOU SAID 

YES!!! 
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It isn’t just your future clients who will thank you for building your 
business—your future self will, too. Whether it’s one year from now 
or ten years from now, you have the opportunity to wake up in an 
entirely different life—a life where you rise out of bed each day, 
pulled forward into your vision. You’ll have freedom to express 
yourself fully, contribute, travel, reflect, write, create, and bring 

what’s most true in your heart to clients you adore. 
 

 

 

I look forward to staying in touch with you via the online WOMEN 

ROCKING BUSINESS virtual guidebook and supplemental materials or even 

seeing you at one of my events. Keep going! You can do this. You have 

everything you need to make a huge contribution through launching your 

business. Take it one step, one day at a time. Take care of you, your business 

will thank you for it. I’m proud to be on the path with you, sister. I am with you. 

You aren’t alone on this journey. The world needs you, just as you are. You’ve 

got this. Now GO! 
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Women Rocking Business VIRTUAL GUIDEBOOK 

BONUS TRAINING #12 
 

Attend a WOMEN ROCKING BUSINESS Live Event  
*** FREE!!! *** 

Experience the Biggest Business Breakthrough of your LIFE,  
and Make Lifelong Friends with a Tribe of Women Entrepreneurs 

Who Will Hold You to Your Greatness!! 

Visit: 
www.womenrockingbusiness.com/guidebook 

 
 

 


